We study a class of second order nonlocal degenerate semilinear reaction-diffusion equations with localized nonlinear diffusion term. Under a set of conditions on the localized nonlinear diffusivity and nonlinear nonlocal source term, we prove global existence and uniqueness result in the whole of some weighted Sobolev's spaces. Furthermore, we prove nonexistence of smooth solution or blow-up of solution under some other set of conditions. Finally, we give illustrative examples for which our results apply.
Introduction
We consider the following class of degenerate semilinear parabolic second order initial boundary value problems:
(1) u(t, 0) = 0, u(t, a) = 0, in (0, T ] (2) u(0, x) = g(x), x ∈ (0, a),
where g ∈ L 2 (0, a); the nonsmooth nonlinearities φ u (t, x) : [0, a] → R and f (u) : R → R satisfy some combinations of the following conditions, namely:
for some continuous functions ψ ≥ 0 and some positive constants γ, β, λ 2 , L 1 and L.
Second order parabolic equations describe the time-evolution of the density of some physical quantity u, say chemical concentration, temperature or electric potential, etc.
If φ u > 0, (1) corresponds to nondegenerate reaction-diffusion equations with nonlocal source. The nondegenerate reaction-diffusion equations with nonlocal source has been considered by several authors, see for example [2, 5, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22] . Authors who have investigated nondegenerate reaction-diffusion equations with local source terms include Cazenave and Lions [6] , Friedman and Mcleod [12] , Giga and Kohn [13] , and Ni et al. [15] . Among several authors who have investigated degenerate reaction-diffusion equations are Budd et. al. [3] , Budd et. al. [4] , Chen et. al. [8] , Chun and Li [7] , Floater [11] , and Souplet [19, 20] . The latter mentioned authors are concerned with the blow-up properties of the solutions to the various problems considered.
In a recent paper, Chen and Lihua [9] considered (1)- (3) with the particular degenerate diffusion term (x α u x ) x (0 < α < 1) and the local source term bf (u(x o (t), t)), where b > 0. The authors show that, under certain conditions, global solutions exist for small b or small initial data; while the solutions blow up for large b or large initial data. Furthermore, the authors show that all global solutions are uniformly bounded. Motivated by the work of Chen and Lihua [6] , Sanni [18] considered (1)-(3) with the general diffusion term (φ(x)u x ) x and the nonlocal source term f (u). Under some conditions on the diffusion and the source terms the author proved the existence and uniqueness of global weak solutions to the class of semilinear degenerate problems in some weighted Sobolev's spaces.
The current work is an improvement on the paper [18] . The introduction of the localized nonlinear degenerate diffusion term introduces more difficulty in the analysis than in [18] . Under a set of conditions on the localized nonlinear diffusivity and nonlinear nonlocal source term, we prove global existence and uniqueness result in the whole of some weighted Sobolev's spaces. Further-more, we prove nonexistence of smooth solution or blow-up of solution under another set of conditions.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the spaces used in this paper, give the definition of our weak solution and state some known theorems. In Section 3, we constructed Galerkin's approximations for an auxiliary linear problem, obtained energy estimates and proved the existence of a unique weak solution to the linear problem. The existence of unique weak solutions to the problems (1)-(3) is proved in subsection 4.1. The nonexistence of smooth solution or blow up of solution is proved in subsection 4.2. In Section 5, we give illustrative examples for which our results are applicable.
Preliminaries
We adopt the idea of not considering u as a function of x and t, but rather as a mapping
with the norm
is a weak solution of the degenerate parabolic initial boundary value problem
for each v ∈ D ψ and a.e. time 0 ≤ t ≤ T,
where g ∈ L 2 (0, a).
We will need the following theorem proved in [18] .
(after possibly being redefined on a set of measure zero).
(ii) The mapping
is absolutely continuous, with
for a.e. 0 ≤ t ≤ T (iii) Furthermore, we have the estimate
where C = C(T ).
Auxiliary linear problem
Consider the following degenerate linear parabolic initial boundary value problems:
where
The definition of our weak solution for (14)- (16) is the same as in the Definition 2.2 with φ u (t, x) and f (u) replaced by φ s (t, x) and f (s) respectively. We shall build a weak solution of our degenerate parabolic problem (14)- (16) by constructing some finite-dimensional approximations (Galerkin approximations), before passing to limits.
Assume that the functions w k = w k (x) (k = 1, ...) are smooth,
(We can for example take {w k } ∞ k=1 to be the complete set of appropriately normalized eigenfunctions for − ∂ ∂x
We fix a positive integer m; and look for function
of the form
where we intend to select the coefficients d
The proof of the following theorem is precisely the same as in [18] with φ(x) replaced by φ s (t, x). 
Theorem 3.3. (Energy estimates). Let the conditions (6)-(8) be satisfied. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that
Proof. We split the proof in two steps.
Step 1. Multiplying equation (22) by d k m (t), summing over k = 1, ..., m, recalling (20) and using (6), we deduce
Notice that (24) implies that
Applying Gronwall's inequality to (25), we deduce
Using (17) in (26), we deduce
Integrating (24) over [0, T ] and employing (27), we deduce
Step 2. Now, fix any v ∈ D φs , such that v D φs ≤ 1, and
Thus, (20) implies
where C = C(T, L, λ 1 , λ 2 , |f (0)|) and where we have employed (17) , (27) and (28). Using (27)-(29), we deduce (23) as desired.
Theorem 3.4. There exists a unique weak solution of the linear problem (14)-(16).
Proof. The proof is split in four steps.
Step
ψ ], by the energy estimates (23). Thus, there exists a subsequence {u
Step 2. Fix an integer M and choose a function
are given smooth functions. Choosing m ≥ M, summing over k = 1, ..., M, and then integrating with respect to t, we get
Using (6), it is not difficult to show that
Now, setting m = m l in (33), employing (34), recalling (30)-(31) and passing to weak limits, we get
As the functions of the form (32) are dense in
, we see that (35) holds for all functions in this space. We have in particular
for each v ∈ D ψ and a.e. 0 ≤ t ≤ T. By (i) of Theorem 2.3, we see furthermore
Step 3. We now prove that u(0) = g. Notice first that (35) is equivalent to
Setting m = m l in (37) and employing once again (30)-(31), we deduce
Comparing (36) and (38), we conclude that u(0) = g, as v(0) is arbitrary.
Step 4. Finally, we prove uniqueness. Let u andū be two solutions of (14)- (16) 
Integrating (41) over [0, t] and applying (40), we conclude that u ≡ū.
Main results

Existence of solution
Recall from Theorem (2.3), after u is possibly redefined on a set of measure zero, that (9) implies that u ∈ C[0, T ; L 2 ((0, a))].
Theorem 4.1. Suppose the conditions (6)-(8) hold. Then there exist unique weak solutions to the problems (1)-(3).
Proof. The proof is split in seven steps.
Step 1. Banach's fixed point theorem will be applied in the space
equipped with the norm
A fixed point argument to (1)- (3) is
For a given function u ∈ X, Theorem 3.4 ensures the existence and uniqueness of the solution to (42)-(44), namely:
Step 2. We define a mapping 
for each v ∈ D. Setting v = w −w in (45) we deduce 1 2
Interchanging the roles of w andw in (47), we deduce 1 2
Adding (47) and (48) yields:
Applying the condition (6), we deduce
Since by (6), 3λ 1 − λ 2 > 0, (50) can be simplified to get
Gronwall's inequality applied to (51) yields
Maximizing the left side of the last inequality yields
The last inequality implies
so that M is a strict contraction mapping for T > 0 sufficiently small such that (CT )
ψ ] to be the unique weak solution of the linear boundary value problem:
Notice that Theorem 3.4 justifies our definition of u k+1 as the unique weak solution of (53)-(55). Consequently, by the definition of the mapping M, we deduce for k = 0, 1, 2, ... :
Since M is contractive (for sufficiently small T > 0), there exists u ∈ X such that
Step 4. Using (23), we deduce
from whence using (56) and sending k to infinity on the right side we deduce
(58) and (59) imply the existence of a subsequence {u
Further, using (17), we deduce
for some constant C > 0. Using (56), we take the limit on the right side of (62) to conclude
(63) implies the existence of a subsequence {f (u
Step 5. We next verify that u is a weak solution of (1)- (3). For brevity, we take the subsequence {u
of the last step as the sequence
is the unique weak solution of (53)- (55), we have
Passage to limit is not immediately apparent in the second term on the left side of (64). Notice that (6) and (7))
Hence, using (60), (61), the deduction on {f (u k j )} ∞ j=1 in the last step and (66), we send k → ∞ in (64)-(65) to get
from whence we deduce (10)- (11) as desired.
Step 6. For any given T > 0, we select T 1 > 0 sufficiently small that (CT 1 ) 1 2 < 1. Banach's fixed point theorem can be applied to find a weak solution u of the problem (1)-(3) on the time interval [0, T 1 ]. Since u(t) ∈ Y ψ for a.e. 0 ≤ t ≤ T, we can upon redefining T 1 if necessary assume that u(T 1 ) ∈ Y ψ . The argument above can be used to extend our solution to the time interval [T 1 , 2T 1 ]. We continue after finitely many steps to construct a weak solution of (1)- (3) existing on the whole interval [0, T ].
Step 7. Lastly, we prove uniqueness. Suppose there exists two weak solutions u andũ of (1)- (3). Then we have w = u,w =ũ in (51); so that
for t ∈ [0, T ]. Gronwall's inequality applied to (69) implies that u ≡ũ. Proof. Let w 1 be an eigenfunction corresponding to the principal eigenvalue
Nonexistence or blow-up of solution
Then w 1 is smooth [10] . We have
We may further assume, without loss of generality, that
Suppose u is a smooth solution of (1)- (3), with g ≥ 0, g ≡ 0. Then u > 0 within (0, T ] × (0, a) by the strong maximum principle. We define
(using (4) and (70) 
(74) implies that
Using the last inequality in (73), we havė
Using 1 1 − e
Consequently,
provided the denominator is not zero. Suppose now that
Thus, if
then there does not exist a smooth solution u of (1) 
where α is any arbitrary positive number. Notice that we have φ u (t, (6) and (7) 
where a ≥ 1. We have that φ u (t, 
Notice that we have that φ u (t, x) := Consequently, either there cannot exist a smooth solution of (84) in which case the solution blows-up in a finite time.
